Online Viewing & Albums
Through Simone’s uniquely sensitive style she conveys photographically the tremendous excitement of a
wedding. Intuitively and artistically Simone captures the true essence of the moment without rigidly
posing the photographs. Combined with this are the essential traditional images which together
create a photographic narrative of the day.

Viewing Wedding Photographs

Following the wedding the images are securely posted online. The couple is able to conveniently view
their wedding photographs within two weeks of the event and select the images they want for their
Photography Book. It is also a great way to share the images with family and friends.

Contemporary Wedding Photography Books

The superior quality of the ﬁne bound Photography Books compliments your beautiful photographs. The
design of the albums are based on the your selection of photographs. Simone carefully chooses the precise
arrangement and groupings of the photographs to relate the story of the wedding. The photographs from
your special day are then transformed into a stunning coﬀee table style Photography Book full of your
favourite wedding memories. With the custom photography cover your photos are printed right onto the
hard cover or for that extra touch of style, there is the premium leather bound hard covers.

High Quality Printing on Archival Paper

The photographs are printed on the pages using the highest quality printing methods to produce life like
skin tones and vibrant colours. The pages are printed on heavy weight (210gsm) white photography art
paper which is acid free and has a silk matt coating to help protect it from ﬁngerprint marks and
moisture. This paper has been selected for its archival qualities to ensure your photographs stay as vivid
as the day they were printed.

Hand-Crafted

The Photography Books are hand made by craftsmen book binders using traditional book binding
techniques. They are hand stitched and case bound into protective hard covers giving your book a
durable bind, ensuring your precious memories will last.

Hard Covers

With the custom photography covers, we can design a personalized printed hard cover with your choice
of photograph printed directly onto the cover. Each cover is protected with a UV inhibiting, gloss
laminate.

Contemporary Wedding Photography Books

 48 page album $800
60 page album $900
 24 page album $600
36 page album $700
Each additional page added to any of these Photography books is $10 per page.



Hard Cover Upgrade Options

Padded Linen $50.00 (only available for photography covers)
Premium Black Leather covers $150
 Foil Embossing $50.00 (only available for Leather covers)



Print Enlargement Prices

Colour or Black & White Enlargements
 4x6 _______________ $6.00
 5x7 ______________ $12.00
 8x10 _____________ $30.00
 10x15 ____________ $60.00

All prices include GST. Prices subject to change 12/09

Mobile: 0400 987 777
simone@simonekopkas.com
www.SimoneKopkas.com
PO Box 4340, Castlecrag NSW 2068

